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Abstract— Breast cancer has been recognized as one or the
most frequent, malignant tumors in women, clustered microcal-
cifications in mammogram images has been widely recognized
as an early sign of breast cancer. This work is devote to review
the application of Fractal and Wavelets in microcalcifications
detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Breast cancer is leading cause of mortality in women
population. The early detection and diagnosis of breast mi-
crocalcifications (MC) are the key decrease death rate and
provide prompt treatment. One of the significant signs of
possible cancerous changes is an existence of small deposits
in the breast tissue, usually referred as MC. MC appear in
mammograms as small points (0.2 to 0.3 mm), localized or
broadly diffused points along the breast, or even in clus-
tered pattern. Now MC are detected and diagnosed by a
combination of physical examination, imaging and biopsy.
Up to date, to confirm whether a patient has breast cancer,
it has to rely on biopsy. However, biopsy is one kind of
invasive surgical operation and imposes both psychological
and physical impacts on patients [1], [2]. Mammography,
ultrasound and Thermal texture mapping system are the main
image techniques for detect MC [3].
Mammograms are among difficult radiological images to
interpret by radiologists, in general, its images are often very
poor in contrast, can show different features and patterns
depending on breast anatomy and tissue density, which vary
with patient age and its hormonal or physical condition. In
Figure 1 show an example of mammography image. Certainly,
by digitizing radiology films and applying digital images
processing algorithms, significant improvements of image
analysis are posible. Designing an effective diagnosis system
is a problem widely investigate now a day. The researchers
have centred your attention on two principal problems: the
first is to distinguish between the normal tissue and different
types of tumor such as MC cluster, spiculated lesions, circum-
scribed masses, ill-defined lesion. The second function is to
differentiate between benign and malignant tumors. The paper
is organized as follow: section 2, basics principles of fractals,
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Fig. 1. Example mammography image.
definition and characteristics, box counting method; section 3,
a review of application of fractal in MC detection; section 4,
basics principles of Wavelet transform; section 5, a review of
application Wavelet transform in MC detection; section 6, one
presents a brief description of the classifier types due to the
importance that they have in the selection and classification
of MC characteristics; section 7, contains a brief discussion;
section 8, present conclusions.
II. FRACTALS
The concept fractal was introduced by Mandelbrot [4]
and was derived from the Latin fractus meaning broken or
fractured. Basically, a fractal is any pattern that reveals greater
complexity as it is enlarged. A fractal often has the following
features:
• It has a fine structure at arbitrarily small scales.
• It is too irregular to be easily described in traditional
Euclidean geometric language.
• It is self-similar (at least approximately or stochastically).
Because they appear similar at all levels of magnification,
fractals are often considered to be infinitely complex (in
informal terms). Natural objects that approximate fractals to
a degree include clouds, mountain ranges, plants, lightning
bolts, coastlines, and snow flakes. However, not all self-similar
objects are fractals. The fractal figures are useful in areas as
botany, biology, physics, mathematics, economy, computation,
linguistics and the art.
A. Multifractal analysis
The simple knowledge of the fractal dimension of an object
is insufficient to characterize his geometry, as well as also
any physical property inherent in the above mentioned object.
The fractal dimension is a non integer number and describes
uniform objects or homogeneous systems, but it does not offer
any information to near the low or high irregular distributions
inside the system.The most popular way for calculating the
fractal dimension is a box counting method [5].
The concept of multifractal contemplates an infinite number
of fractal dimensions and therefore it can be adapted for the
description of physical properties. A multifractal process is
characterized by events extreme and more or less isolated,
associated with an average that represents the "matter" con-
tained in every pixel of the image. The use of multifractals in
images is an excellent tool to characterize irregularities of a
curve or a surface.
B. Box-Counting Method
The quantitative description of multifractal property can be
derived in several ways. Usually, the procedure stars with
finding the noninteger exponent (α), known as the Ho¨lder
exponent, describing the pointwise singularity of the object,
and then deriving the distribution of this quantity, known as
multifractal spectrum f(α).
The structure S be divided into nonoverlapping boxes Si
(Figure 2) of size ε. Each box Si is characterized by some
amount of measure, µ(Si), and boxes may be assumed as
measure domains. An equivalent parameter suggested to the
multifractal analysis is defined by Eq. 1
αi =
−ln(µ(Si))
ln(ε)
(1)
Parameter α depends on the actual position on the fractal end
describes local regularity of the structure. In whole structure
there usually are many boxes with the same parameter α.
The multifractal spectrum describes the global regularity of
observed structure. The multifractal spectrum can be assumed
as the fractal dimension over the subset characterized by α
(Eq. 2).
f(αi) =
−ln(Nε(αi))
ln(ε)
(2)
where Nε(αi) is the number of boxes Si containing αi.
The multifractal spectrum is also known as the Hausdorff
dimension. To extend the information about box-counting
Fig. 2. Box-Counting method to different scales
method consult Tomislav [5].
The multifractal approximation has been used to charac-
terize variations in natural phenomena, including the spa-
tial distribution of the rains, characteristics of the minerals
and fractures of surfaces, spatial distribution of earthquakes,
pattern analysis of vegetation, properties of the soil [6], [7],
river networks [8]. The use of the fractal theory in the analysis
of medical images has received importance in the recent years
[9].
III. APPLICATION OF FRACTAL IN MICROCALCIFICATION
DETECTION
The multifractal analysis is a powerful mathematical tool
that allows to characterize complex objects. It separates struc-
tures and discovers the relations that they support among
different components, at the same time as allows to plan
possible evolutions or behaviors of these structures. It is for
this reason that nowadays they are used for the analysis of
edges, segmentation, description of irregularities and textures
tissue.
V. Velanovich et al. [1] propose a method to discriminate
the malignant and benign lesions, using the fractal dimension
calculated with the box-counting method, with different sizes
of box (2mm, 4mm, 8mm and 16mm) in a the portion
of image where one was finding a MC, 75 patients were
analyzed, obtaining that the fractal dimension of malignant
lesions was higher than benign lesions. The average (± the
standard deviation) of the malignant lesions were 2.545±0.067
compared with the benign lesions were 1.936±0.114.
Dar-Ren et al. [2] use fractal techniques to quantify the
information of the texture in ultrasound images of breast,
taking into account that a benign lesions are classically de-
scribed as regular masses with homogenous internal echoes,
but malignant lesions are described as masses with fuzzy
border and heterogenous internal echoes. They propose fractal
characteristics to differentiate the benign and malignant breast
lesion, realizing this analysis using a Region Of Interes (ROI)
of data bases with histologically confirmed cases: 110 ma-
lignant tumors and 140 benign tumors. The ROIs containing
the tumors are very dissimilar in image size and different in
gray levels, for improve the images they used morphological
operations (erosion and dilatation) as an image filter to elimi-
nate de noise and histogram equalization. After they calculate
the fractal Brownian motion to describe texture features to be
classified later in malignant or benign lesions. Finally the k-
means classification method was adopted for classifying the
fractal features in two classes (benign and malignant lesions).
From the experimental results they concluded that the fractal
analysis is useful to represent the texture information of breast
lesions. The accuracy rate of proposed system is up to 88.80%
Tomislav et.al [5] propose the adaptation of multifractal
analysis to segmentation of MC, using 25 cases of the MIAS
database, applying variations in the image processing analyz-
ing the texture. The images contrast were improve to use
a negative image before obtain its fractal dimension. They
analyzed images in two domain, the first domain is the original
image and the second correspond to multifractal transform
domain (α and f(α)). The box-counting method was use to
find the fractal dimension, using box sizes of 1 to 16 pixels.
They obtained that fractal dimension (α) in edge points is high
and multifractal spectrum (f(α)) is low, these values represent
a sharp change or rare event in images. The characteristics
extracted were segment by means of umbralization. In all case
the method successfully found declared MC even in dense
images where they are highly invisible within the background
tissue.
M.E. Mavroforakis et al. [10] propose a method to ex-
traction of MC texture characteristics. Each images was first
segmented into mass and non-mass according to the tumor’s
boundary description provided by the experienced physician.
The identified mass tissue areas were further divided according
two configurations, into continuos sub-regions of sampling
boxes and sizes of 20 and 50 pixels. The specific sampling box
sizes correspond to spatial resolution of 1.27 and 3.175 mm of
mass tissue, which were asserted by the expert as segments of
adequate to capture significant textural information content in
mammography. The result was the creation of two compound
texture datasets, namely for sampling boxes of sizes 20 and
50 pixels, each contenting a complete set of textural features
over three pixel-neighboring configuration. The total number
of features extracted for each sampled sub-region of the
images was 120. The MANOVA (Multivariate Analysis Of
Variance) method was employed to select the most prominent
features. From the resulting ranked sets, subset of the best
10-20 features were evaluated in real classification cases
against verified diagnostic, using the linear and non-linear
classifiers (K-nearest neighbors, radial basis function, multi-
layer perceptron, support vector machine [25]). According
with the results, they concluded that the sampling box size and
pixel neighboring scheme proved to be very important factor
in the optimization and final selection of the various textural
features functions. The best results in the classification was
obtain with support vector machine.
Fredrik Georgsson et al. [11], analyze the difference in local
fractal dimension between glandular tissue, supporting tissue
and muscle tissue based on assessment from a mammpgraphy.
The mammography used in this study are randomly selected
from MIAS databases,in total they have use 142 different
mammograms. The fractal Brownian motion was compute,
obtaining the tissue local dimensions and the tissue density.
These characteristics were classify by means of umbralization
knowing the a priori probability of each tissue. They conclude
that there is a difference in tissue local fractal dimension
but the high variance of the local density function of local
dimension makes it difficult to make use of this difference in
tissue segmentation.
D.A. Cristian et al [12], characterize the mammographic
lesion using the fractal property. The analysis was base in the
contour shape, because a regular anomaly is associate to a
benign case, while an irregular shape characterizes a malign
lesion. On the other hand, the fractal dimension grows with
the irregularity of the shape. They used a system proposed by
the American college of radiology in order of classification
lesions. The scope BI-RADS (Breast Imaging Reporting and
data systems). Experiment was developed on a lot of 30 cases,
18 benign cases an 12 malign case. The study area was marked
by the radiologist (64 x 64, 128 x 128, 256 x 256 or 512 x
512 pixels), after the images were binarize using a threshold
between 1-255 gray level; all pixels whose gray level is greater
or equal to the threshold will be transformed in white, the
rest will become black. The contour is automatically traced
and the fractal dimension is computed using the box counting
method. The results show that the benign lesions have lower
fractal dimension, between 1-1.50, while malign lesions have
higher dimension, between 1.35-2. They conclude that the
fractal dimension grows as the irregularity of the object grows
and a regular outline is associated to a malign lesion.
IV. WAVELETS
A. Wavelet Transform (WT)
The wavelet is basis functions of the wavelet transform,
are generated from a basic wavelet function, by means of
translation and dilatation. The wavelet transform is not only
local in time, but in frequency as well. These functions allow to
rebuilt the original signal using the inverse wavelet transform
(IWT). Ψ is a function to referred to as mother wavelet or
basic wavelet: ∫ +∞
−∞
Ψ(t)dt (3)
The wavelets are generated using translation and changing
the scale of the same basic function:
Ψu,s(t) =
1√
s
Ψ
(
t− u
s
)
(4)
where s ∈ R+ is the scale or dilation parameter and u ∈ R
is the translation parameter. The values of s and u can be
calculate using s = 2−j and u = k2−j while j and k are
integers.
The wavelet transform of a function f with parameters s
and u is calculated as follows:
Wf(u, s) =
∫ +∞
−∞
f(t)Ψ(t)∗u,s(t)dt (5)
Where Ψ(t)∗ denotes the complex conjugate of the Ψ(t) [14].
Wavelets decomposition applied to 2D produces four dif-
ferent coefficients for each level of decomposition. The coef-
ficients are: low frequency coefficients (A), vertical high fre-
quency coefficients (V), horizontal high frequency coefficients
(H), diagonal high frequency coefficients (D).
The Figure 3 show an example of the 2D wavelet decom-
position [16].
Fig. 3. Wavelets multiresolution decomposition [18].
V. APPLICATION OF WAVELET IN MICROCALCIFICATION
DETECTION
Wavelet transform is widely applied, i.e. to the analysis of
non stationary signals, analysis of electrocardiogram signals,
mammography signals, sound signals, radar signals, image
processing and patter recognitions. In mammography images,
the fundamental operation needed to facilitate the MC detec-
tion is contrast enhancement. This is specially important in
dense breast images where contrast between malignant tissues
and normal tissues may be bellow human visual perception.
There are two possible methods to enhance image features.
One is the removal of background noise, the other is to
increase the contrast on suspicious regions using linear or non-
linear operations. The multiscale representation is frequently
used improve the image contrast. The main objective is to
make high frequency features more visible, thus facilitating
image interpretation. The wavelet analysis allows decompo-
sition the high frequencies the localization of the important
features, allowing the decomposition of images into different
levels.
J. Salavado et al. [14] use the wavelet transform for noise
removal and in improve the image contrast, for facilitating
MC detection. The authors applied the wavelet transform using
Daubechies 6 coefficients with 10 decomposition levels. The
MC became more visible for a better diagnosis. The MC
in the mammographies generally appear as small groups of
few pixels with relatively high intensity. From this aspect
the wavelet transform represents an excellent analysis method
using small windows and large windows, to separate the high
frequencies of the MC from the low frequencies of the tissue
in the mammographies.
Vega-Corona et al. [15], [16], implemented features ex-
traction in mammographies using 50 samples from the Dig-
ital Database for Screening Mammography (DDMS) of the
University of Florida. Initially, they selected a region of
interest (ROI) where MC were diagnosed. Using adaptive
histogram equalization technique to improve the contrast,
they extracted the required features applying Daubechies 4
coefficients wavelet in 4 decomposition levels. They use a
four decomposition levels to build four features by pixel.
Additionally, use a method to found two features the most
relevant in gray level structure, as the local contrast (LC) and
normalized local contrast (NLC). In your experiment choose
the window LC size as 9 x 9 and the window NLC size as 3
x 3. In the stage of classification they applied an unsupervised
statistical method base on improved K-means algorithm. Later
a GRNN neural network and Multilayer Perceptron neural
network uses as selector of features obtaining better results
with GRNN neural network.
Sung-Nien et al. [17], develop a CAD (Computer Aided
Diagnostic) system for the detection of MC. For the exper-
iments use mammographies with the MC area marked by
the radiologist. In agreement the information provided by
MIAS the MC grey levels varies in the range from 175 to
226 . They decompose the mammographies into a two-levels
wavelet representation with Daubechies 4 coefficients, and
reconstruct the mammographies by eliminating low frequency
subbands in the second level. Subsequently Markov random
field parameters based on the Derin-Elliot model are extracted
from the neighborhood of every suspicious MC as the primary
features. The features vectors (with wavelet filters and MRFP)
are segmented by Bayes classifier and backpropagation neural
network, for both cases 25 images with MC tissue and 46 with
normal tissue use for training set. The performance is valued
with two factors: sensitivity and specificity. Where sensitivity
is true positives rate and specificity is false positives rate for
normal tissue. The test set was of 20 mammographies, each
one with 25 zones of MC cluster, obtaining 89% of false
positives removed and sensitivity of 92%.
Essam et al. [18] proposes a supervised classifier for digital
mammographies using the wavelet transform decomposition.
A set of images that are provided by data base MIAS (Mam-
mographic Image Analysis Society). They use Daubechies
4, 8 y 16 wavelet using four different decomposition levels.
The Euclidean distance is used to design the classifier that
is based on calculating the distance between the feature
vectors and class core vector. The core vector represents each
class (normal tissue, clusters of mc, circumscribed masses,
spiculated lesions). They achieve interesting results classifying
the lesion types and distinguish between benign and malignant
lesions. They obtain the best results with wavelet coefficients
Daubechies 8, with 91.7% of cases benign detecting and 100%
cases malignant detecting.
Sepehr et al. [19] achieve a decomposition wavelet to esti-
mate MC presence. At first, a mammography pre-processing
is achieve to locate the breast region, that image is passed by
a median filter. At the image obtaining applying the wavelet
transform with wavelet coefficients of Daubechies 2 to 10,
Symlet 2 to 8, Coiflet 1 to 4 and Biorthogonal 1.3 to 6.8,
obtaining 32 features of each MC. This features fall into
three categories related with the intensity, shape and texture
properties of each object; the features selection is achieve,
applying principal component analysis method for to eliminate
the features that contribute less than 3%. The best feature were
7, this features are classified by Feed Forward Neural Network
that contains one input, two hidden and one output layers.
They obtain the best performance for the coefficients Coiflet,
concluding that the combination of intelligent methods and
processing image technique can contribute to the improvement
the diagnosis and reduction of biopsies of breast.
Juárez et al. [20], they use 30 mammographies of the
database MIAS (15 images with MC and 15 with glandular
tissue) for detecting MC. At first, they obtain the negative
image, after applying the wavelet transform using two decom-
position levels, for each image they use coefficients wavelet
Daubechies 2, 4, 8 and 18, the image resulting is applying a
threshold for obtain the area with MC, they obtain a 80% of
success in the detection of the MC.
Retico et al. [21] use the databases CALMA INFN collected
in the Italian National screening program and the database
MIAS, they develop a CAD system based en WT and ANNs.
The breast region is decompose in the overlap partially images
of 5 mm.The feature obtained are classify under two class
(MC and normal tissue). The system provides in the exit an
image with the contours drawn in the suspicious area of the
original image. Applying a wavelet decomposition of 4 levels
and 5 coefficients Daubechies. After the features obtained
are processing by self-organizing neural network for obtain
the better features. With the better features the classification
is applying by feed forward neural network with 3 layers.
This methodology appears as an option of unification given
the different methods and resolutions of acquisition of these
images, obtaining a standard form of mammographies that
allows the classification of the different databases.
L. Song et al. [22],propose a method for the detection of
MC using the database MIAS, applying morphology technic
to heighten MC contrast. The wavelet transform is applied
to 3 decomposition levels with coefficients Daubechies 4. The
image reconstruction using a global umbralización, this images
is multiply by the original image(AND operation), obtaining
a final image with the MC enhancement and the background
tissue eliminated. Obtaining as result 85.37 % of TPR for the
images obtained of the morphologic treatment, 91.84 % for the
images obtained with the wavelet transform and 80.2% with
the multiplication of both features, with a cost of the FP (false
positive) of 7.9%, 10% and 2.5% respectively. Concluding the
methods of morphology and DWT presents True Positive (TP)
high range, but also FP’s high range, on the other hand the
results obtained by means of the operation AND it guarantees
TP’s high range and reduces the FP.
VI. CLASSIFICATION METHODS
The methods of classification are an important factor in
the features recognition that represent an image. For this
reason some classification methods are mentioned, knowing
that perfect classifier does not exist, the final result always
depends on the problem and the data used. The classifiers of
agreement to your type of learning can divide in two groups:
supervised and non-supervised. The supervised classifier is
that one in which a knowledge is had a priori of the problem,
by training data set and test data set that fits to the classifier up
to obtaining the wished result. The non-supervised classifier
does not have knowledge a priori, using only of similarities
between the data of entry for the classification.
Some methods of supervised classifications are:
• Based in distance (least distance classifier and K-nn
algoritm)
• Statistical (Bayes classifier, Parzen)
• Based in Artificial Neural Networks (Multi-layer Per-
ceptron neural network, backpropagation neural network,
radial base neural network)
• Support vector machine
Later some methods of non-supervised classifications are:
• Hierarchical algorithms
• No-hierarchical algorithms (k-means, fuzzy k-means)
• Based in Artificial Neural Networks (self-organizing
maps neural network)
• Genetic algorithms
for major reference and applications see [23]–[25].
VII. DISCUSSION
The knowledge of the multifractal dimension of an image
allows to find it characteristics , they represent to every type
of object inside the image. In the study of the mammography
images the use of the multifractal theory allows to characterize
tissue type (glandular fabric, oily fabric, muscular fabric) [11],
the type of MC edge (definite or diffuse) [5], [10], the type
of lesion (malignant or benign lesions) [1], [2], [12].
In spite of the fact that the method more frequently used
to calculate the fractal dimension is the box-counting method
[5], there does not exist a convention or size established of
boxes dimension to use, knowing that different size of the MC
between 3-300 mm [10], V.Velanovich [1] proposes boxes of
size 2, 4, 6, l6 mm, M.E. Mavroforakis [10] of 1.27 and 3.17
mm, other authors omit the box size used.
The use of a region of interest (ROI) like in case of
V.Velanovich [1], Dar-Ren [2] and F.Georgson [11] allows to
isolate the area with MC, simplifying this way the problem of
size image and image processing, nevertheless to the being
different the specialists entrusted to select the ROI’s this
decision becomes subjective, problem that is overcome by the
use of the multifractal theory [2].
Dar-Ren [2] mentions the importance of the image pre-
processing, for the improvement of the contrast between MC
and normal tissue, the pre-processing methods change accord-
ing to the authors, they emphasize the histogram equalization
[2] and inversely of the image [5].
The evaluation of every methodology is realized by the a
priori knowledge of the image diagnosis and the method of
classification proposed depending of the author (supervised
or not supervised). The used methods are: the umbralization,
k-means, linear discriminant analysis, least-square minimum
distance, k-nearest neighbor, radial basis function, multi-layer
perceptron artificial neural network, support vector machines
classifier.
The TWV is raised to improve the characteristics of mam-
mogram image contrast, being the principal aim to do the char-
acteristics of high frequency more visible (MC), to facilitate
the image interpretation, obtaining images to different levels
of detail [14].
The authors realize your experiments using the databases:
DDSM, MIAS and CALMA INF. Selecting a ROI, that can
change depending on the specialist who chooses them. The
image is process in some cases to heighten the grey levels,
the histogram equalization [16] or extracting the negative of
the image [20], the majority of the authors does not mention
this step.
The principal variation in the followed methodologies is
in the number of wavelet decomposition level applied to the
images and the type of used coefficients. The levels of decom-
position change from 2 to 10, being used in the bibliography
checked mainly the decomposition of 4 levels [15], [16], [18],
[21], followed by 2 niveles [17], [20]. The coefficients change
equally depending on the author (Daubechies, Symlet, Coiflet)
being more used Daubechies of 4 coefficients.
The selection of characteristics is realized using generalized
neural network [15], principal component method [19], and
self organizing mapping neural network [22]. The classifica-
tion between normal tissue and MC is realized with methods
like k-means, feedforward neural network, and by means of
Euclidean distance from established center vectors .
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The multi-fractal approximation allow the analysis of the
mammography image independent of size of the studied
image. In general the multi-fractal approximation allow obtain
information of the shape and texture from studied object, it is
for this reason that has been widely used for the analysis of
breast images. The processing of the images is very important
due to the features of MCs, for contrast enhancement. In the
calculation of the fractal dimension by box counting method
is very important select correctly the box size, for avoid the
redundancy of the information, select correctly the box size is
it is possible to identify the zone of the image where the MC
are located.
The procedure of pre-processing of the image improves the
signals that reveal MCs presence, while suppress and noisy
tissue non-pathological. A mammography usually dominated
by information of low frequency, while the MC appears as
contributions of high frequency. The wavelet use allow the
separation of the high resolution components from mam-
mography of the less important, low resolution components.
The texture of the mammographies is irregular, the contrast
and the homogeneity can be improved in the transformed
domain multiresolution. The features of the mammography
image obtained using the wavelet transform can be improved
selecting the level of the decomposition and the kind of given
coefficient.
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